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1 . Introduction
The technique of fracturing the wens is frequently used in petroleum engineering to improve the

oil production . This technique is applied not only to vertical wens, but also to horizontal wens or
multi-lateral wens . However, there are no efficient numerical methods to simulate these kinds of
wens, especially for the fractured horizontal or multi-lateral Wells . The handling of such a well by a
reservoir simulator is particularly discuseed in this paper .

The study of fractured Wells has received more attention for a long time1-5 . Some analytical or
semi-analytical formulas have been developed, but these formulas cannot be used for the flow
simulation with complex reservoir geometry and for a field study or for the study of the complex
we11s and fractures . To handle these cases, a reservoir simulator can be used .

During this decade, several numerical simulation studies for fractured Wells have been
published6-10 . In all these studies, fine gridblocks are used around the we11s and the fracturen .
Although using grid refinement for the fracture parallel to grid axes gives accurate simulation
results, it is expensive and prohibitive for a full field simulation and there is no easy way to handle
slanted fractures . So, it is necessary to study the techniques for fractured well simulations with coarse
grid blocks .

In reservoir simulation, a numerical productivity index (PI) is usually introduced for the welt
modeping. In most of the wel] modelsll-15 , the numerical PI is determined without considering the
welf trajectory and its position in the block . So these welf models are inappropriate for thé complex
welf and the fractured welf modeping . Recently, a new kind of welf model was proposed16,17, which
takes into account the welf trajectory by using equivalent transmissibilities to improve the flow
calculation in the welf vicinity . The applications of this welf model to fractured Wells are presented in
this paper.

High conductivity fracturen are particularly investigated, and these fracturen can be considered as
a part of the welf . There are two kinds of fractures : 1) . 2D fracture which is vertical and fu lly
penetrates the reservoir thickness ; 2) . 3D fracture which is more general, and the fracture can be
inclined and partially penetrated .

2. Fractured Wel] Modellen g
The proposed welf model is based on a steady-state pressure solution around the wells and the

fracturen . This pressure solution can be obtained using the boundary integral method17 as presented
below .
2.1 Pressure solution for 2D fracture

For 2D problem, the pressure around the welf and the fracture is geven by :

P(x) =-2nJ (p(Y)In(Ix-y1)d6y ~1)

where (p(y), a density function defined at the wellbore and the fracture boundary T, satisfies the
following boundary integral equation :

póc(x) =-z~J ~A(Y)ln(Ix-yI)C16y b"xEr (2)

witti Pbc(x) the pressure at F. Moreover, the normal pressure derivative at the wellbore boundary
and the fracture boundary, which represents the production rate, can be calculated by :

c7p(x) rp(x) 1 a
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2.2 Pressure solution ]or 3D fracture
For 3D problem, the formulations are almost the same but with a different kernel . The pressure

distribution around 3D fractures and wens is :

P
(
x
)

= 1 r (P(Y)
J

da (4)Y4 ir x -
I

where ~p(y ) is the solution of the following boundary integral equation :

Pbc(X) = 1
% <P(Y) [~6y V x E r (5)

4nJ Ix -yl
and the normai pressure de rivative at the boundary Fis :
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2.3 Well model

Having the pressure distribution, the well model can be established by calculating the numerical
PI and the equivalent transmissibilities around the wens and the fractures . As infinite conductivity
fractures are considered as a part of the well, a numerical Pl is also needed for each block containing
the fracturen . The numerical PI at a block is calculated by the following formula :

Pló = qbµ = k fkda / iP0 - Pwi (7)
Po - Pw

]-b
an

where qb is the total well flow rate (including the flow rate in the fracture) in a grid block,
I'b is the wellbore and the fracture boundary in a grid block,
pw is the average pressure at the wellbore and the fracture boundary in a block,
pp is the average pressure in a grid block containing wens or fracturen .

The transmissibility between two blocks 1 and 2 in the well vicinity is calculated as :

T12 = F2µ = k rd 6 / (Pl - Pz) (8)
PI - P2 ~

rfz
where F12 is the flow term through the interface I'12, pl and p2 are the pressures at the blocks 1

and 2 . If one of this block is a wellbíock, the pressure equals to the average wellblock pressure .
As discussed in Dingl7, the pressure solution corresponds always to some boundary conditions .

Two kinds of boundary conditions are considered in our well model : 1} . constant density conditien
tp = C which gives simpte formula with analytical expresion ; and 2) . infinite conductivity conditien
which corresponds to more realistic cases . The first case is also Galled uniform flux conditien .

3. Numerical Results
The simulations of fractured well on coarse gridblocks are compared with semi-analytical

solutionl>18 or fine grid simulatieos . In the fine grid simulation, the fracturen are parallel to the grid
axes and are located at the interface of the blocks as shown in Figure 1 . The numerical productivity
index (PI) is used at the blocks on both Bides of the fracture . As the flow near the fracture is linear
and perpendicular to the fracture, the numerical PI for a block i is calculated by the following
formula :

Plb = k ~,~ldy! / (O .Sdxí j (9 )
where dx ;, 4y i and dzi are the gridblock sites, kx is the permeability in the x direction . A similar

approach was also used by Economides et all and Lefevre et alg . In coarse grid simulatieos, the new
technique for welt modelleng presented in the previous sectien is applied . To get a comparison of
coarse grid simulations, the results using linear PI by moving the fracture to the coarse gridblock
interface are also presented .

In the following examples, the infinite conductivity fracture Gondelion is assumed . A drawdown
welt test problem is simulated and the bottom hole pressures are checked . The simulation error,
denoted as PI error, is evaluated by the following formula:

Ilerr
_ I (Pw .num - Pav) - iPw,ref - pav~

X] 00%-
Pw,ref - Pcrv

= I pw, num - Pw , ref IXl DO% (] Q)
Pw,ref - Pav



where pw,num is the wellbore pressure obtained by the coarse grid simulation, p,~,ref is the
reference wellbore pressure, and pa,, is an average reservoir pressure . This error wilt be estimated for
a time long enough so that the steady-state or pseudo steady-state flow is reached in the vicinity of
wells and fractures . It represents (he error for the well performance calculation .

Example 1 . Hvdraulically fractured vertical wel !
A. vertical fracture of 100m penetrates fully the reservoir thickness . This is a 2D problem. Coarse

gridblocks witti size of 100m are used in the simulation (Figure 2) . It has to be mentioned that it is
inconvenient using Peaceman's welf model for the coarse grid simulation . Peaceman's welf model
gives a negative numerical PI, because the equivalent wellblock radius rp = 20m is smaller than the
equivalent wellbore radius rW,ey = xf12 = 25m . Using the linear PI (Eq . (19)) by plating the well at
the grid interface is possible, but the error is important . The fine grid discretization around the
fracture is Biven in Table 1, where the fracture blocks are underlined witti bold characters . Figure 3
represents the comparison results for semi-analytical model, fine grid simulation and coarse grid
simulation using the linear PI or using the new welf model witti the uniform flux condition or witti
the infinite conductivity condition . The PI error is checked at 100 h, when the flow is stabilised . If
the semi-analytical solution is considered as the reference solution, the error of fine grid simulation
is 0.8% and the error for coarse grid simulation is 6 .1% when using the uniform flux conditien for
the new welf model and 0 .7% when using the infinite conductivity conditien in the model (Figure 4) .
White the error caused by using linear PI is 39% .

For coarse grid simulation, using the new welf model witti the infinite conductivity conditien
gives satisfied result . Using the uniform flux conditien is less accurate, but the result is much better
than that using the linear PI. The fine grid simulation gives a reasonable accurate results witti a error
less than 1%. So, in more complex cases as shown in the following examples, the fine grid
simulations are considered as tee reference solution .

Example 2. Multi fractured horizontal well
A horizontal welf is fractured at several locations along the horizontal sectien . The fracture

height is the endre reservoir thickness . Assuming that the formation Huid cannot flow directly into

the wellbore and the only contribution for the welf production is from the fractures3, this problem
can be treated again as a 2D problem. The simulations for 1 fracture, 3 fractures and 5 fractures are
considered (Figure 5) . The fracture half length is 150m and the distante between fractures is 200m .
The coarse gridblock size is of 100m . The comparison of coarse grid witti fine grid simulations are
Biven in Figure 6. When simulated witti linear PI, the grid blocks are displaced so that the fractures
are at the interfaces . It is clean that using the new welf model gives always betten results, and the new
welf model witti the infinite conductivity conditien gives vert' satisfactory results witti errors of order
of 1% .

Example 3. Non fully penetrated fracture
This example shows the simulatieos for the fracture not fully penetrating the reservoir thickness .

For these simulatieos, the 3D pressure solution is used for the new welf model .
An horizontal welf of 500m is intersected by a vertical fracture of length 300m and heiglit 30m

in a slab reservoir . The reservoir thickness is 90m and the fracture is located at the middle of the
reservoir as shows in Figure 7 . The vertical permeability and horizontal permeability ratio is 0 .1 .
The coarse grid sizes are of 100m x t OOm x10m . Two cases are considered in this example (Figure
8) :
- Case 1) . production ooft' from the fracture

The new welf model is robust . It is not necessary that the fracture parallels to the grid axel . Two
.situatieos are considered in coarse grid simulaties witti the fracture parallel to y directies (Case la)
or slanted witti 45° (Case Ib) . The fine grid simulaties is used ooft' for the Case la, where the
fracture is parallel to grid axel . This fine grid simulaties gives also the reference soluties for the
Case I b, because the reservoir is iniinite in the horizontal plane . Figure 9a represents the coarse grid
simulation errors . For the coarse grid simulaties, thé linear PI con ooft' be reasonably used for (he
Case la .
- Case 2) . production from the fracture as welf as from the wel f

To obtain a reliable reference soluties by (he fine grid simulaties, the fracture is assumed to be
perpendicular to the welf . Again, two situatieos are considered in coarse grid simulaties witti the
fracture parallel to y directies (Case 2a) or slanted witti 45° (Case 2b) . The fine grid simulaties is
used ooft' for the Case 2a. For the fine grid simulaties, linear PI is used for the fracture and
Peaceman's PI is used for the welf . Figure 9b represents the coarse grid simulaties errors .

In all the two cases, using the new welf model gives betten results, especially for the new welf
model witti the infinite conductivity conditien . This example shows the ability using the new welf
model to simulate complex fractures such as non fully penetrated fracturen or slanted fracturen .
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4. Conclusions
The simulation of fractured Wells by a reservoir simulator is discussed . Using grid refinement

around the Wells and the fracturen can give satisfactory results, but it is expensive and prohibitive for
full field studies .

In this paper, the methodology for the simulation of fractured Wells on coarse gridblocks is
discuseed, and a new technique is applied . Some applications are presented for infinite conductivity
fractured Wells, and the advantages of the new method are shown . In all the examples, the results of
coarse grid simulation using the new method is much better than Chose using the linear Pl . Using the
infinite conductivity for the new well model gives the results very close to those of fine grid
simulation . The new method can be used to handle fully penetrated fracturen as well as non fully
penetrated fracturen . It can also be used to handle slanted fracturen, which are hardly managed using
grid refinernent .
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Table 1. Grid discretisation around the fracture

Ax (r n) (m)
3(100) ; 9(40) ; 20(20) ; 2(10) ; 2(5) ; 3(2 .5) ; 4(0 .5); 100; 9(40) ; 20(20) ; 5(10) ; 2(2 .5) ; 4(0.625) :
0.5, 0.5 . 4(0.5) ; 3(2 .5) ; 2(5) ; 2(10) ; 20(20); 13(2 .5) ; 6(5): 13(2.5) : 4(0.525 ) : 2(2.5) ;
9(40) ; 3(100) 9(5) ; 5(10) ; 20(201; 9(40) ; 100
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